
 

 

 

Fusion Text & Speech 

Single Workstation Edition (SWE) 
Now the power and time saving features of the Fusion Text and Speech Enterprise 

software are available in a single workstation license.  Fusion Text and Speech 

Single Workstation Edition will process your dictation recordings through a medical 

speech engine to produce the transcribed document.  A physician using the 

software can save transcription processing costs.  A transcriptionist editor using this 

software can be more productive by 30% or more! 

 

 Expert Speech Recognition 

This sophisticated technology uses "Language modeling," to recognize and 

differentiate among the millions of human utterances.  This software 

"recognizes" the spoken or recorded words, converts them into text, and 

displays them on the screen using a specialized medical language model. 

 

Front End (Interactive) Dictation  

The Fusion Text and Speech SWE feature set includes real-time or 

interactive speech recognition.  After brief initial training, the user can speak 

into a supported microphone to produce words on the screen.  As 

corrections are made, this User Profile is updated and available to the entire 

application – Front End or Back End processing. 

 

 Back-End Dictation Processing 

Popular with the Enterprise Edition of Fusion Speech, the SWE can 

accommodate processing of Fusion Voice recordings.  Without the 

physicians cooperation or even knowledge, the user and process a Fusion 

Voice dictation through the speech engine for correction by a 

transcriptionist.   

SWE licensing and 
attractive pricing make it 
an easy first step into 
speech recognition. 
 
Combines a typing 
application, a Front End 
speech application and 
Back End speech 
processing into a single 
workstation license. 
 
Extensive help file and 
handy tutorials assist in 
getting “up to speed” 
quickly with the 
application. 
 
Designed to be used by 
the dictating physician for 
Front End Dictation or by 
a medical transcriptionist 
to assist in daily 
productivity. 
 
 
 

Fusion Text & Speech SWE – A Dolbey Product 
For more information please call 800-756-7828 or visit www.dolbey.com. 

Fusion Voice, Text and 
Speech is an integrated 
healthcare platform for 
dictation, transcription, 
and speech recognition.   
 
 


